
Tusch Seating International  Price List
28-Aug-22

Desk Dividers & Screens Manufacturer: Inclass, Spain

Product 
Code Description G2/COM G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G10

Fabric Categories
G1

Free-standing and foldable desk dividers

Free standing upholstered desk divider with steel base. Height 40cm.

Colours M1 $648 $750 $834 $921    -   $573 $615DD14055 $549     
Colours M2 $648 $759 $843 $930    -   $582 $624$558     
Colours M1 $699 $819 $918 $1,014    -   $612 $663DD14065 $582     
Colours M2 $708 $828 $927 $1,023    -   $621 $672$591     
Colours M1 $822 $978 $1,104 $1,230    -   $708 $771DD14085 $672     
Colours M2 $831 $987 $1,113 $1,239    -   $717 $780$681     
Colours M1 $885 $1,056 $1,194 $1,335    -   $759 $831DD14095 $717     
Colours M2 $894 $1,065 $1,203 $1,344    -   $768 $840$726     
Colours M1 $1,041 $1,245 $1,410 $1,581    -   $888 $972DD14115 $837     
Colours M2 $1,050 $1,254 $1,419 $1,590    -   $897 $981$846     
Colours M1 $1,155 $1,392 $1,587 $1,785    -   $978 $1,077DD14135 $921     
Colours M2 $1,164 $1,401 $1,596 $1,794    -   $987 $1,086$930     
Colours M1 $1,251 $1,512 $1,734 $1,950    -   $1,053 $1,161DD14155 $987     
Colours M2 $1,260 $1,521 $1,743 $1,959    -   $1,062 $1,170$996     
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Desk Dividers & Screens Manufacturer: Inclass, Spain

Product 
Code Description G2/COM G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G10

Fabric Categories
G1

Free-standing upholstered desk divider with steel base. Height 50cm

Colours M1 $654 $756 $840 $927    -   $579 $621DD15055 $555     
Colours M2 $663 $765 $849 $936    -   $588 $630$564     
Colours M1 $705 $825 $924 $1,020    -   $618 $669DD15065 $588     
Colours M2 $714 $834 $933 $1,029    -   $627 $678$597     
Colours M1 $825 $978 $1,107 $1,233    -   $711 $774DD15085 $675     
Colours M2 $834 $987 $1,116 $1,242    -   $720 $783$684     
Colours M1 $897 $1,065 $1,206 $1,347    -   $768 $840DD15095 $729     
Colours M2 $906 $1,074 $1,215 $1,356    -   $777 $849$738     
Colours M1 $1,053 $1,254 $1,425 $1,593    -   $897 $984DD15115 $846     
Colours M2 $1,062 $1,263 $1,434 $1,602    -   $906 $993$855     
Colours M1 $1,161 $1,395 $1,587 $1,782    -   $990 $1,083DD15135 $930     
Colours M2 $1,170 $1,404 $1,596 $1,791    -   $999 $1,092$939     
Colours M1 $1,260 $1,521 $1,743 $1,962    -   $1,062 $1,173DD15155 $996     
Colours M2 $1,269 $1,530 $1,752 $1,971    -   $1,071 $1,182$1,005     

Foldable upholstered 3 sided desk divider. Height 40cm.

$1,041 $1,326 $1,563 $1,800    -   $828 $945DD24080TA $756     
$1,122 $2,247 $1,698 $1,959    -   $885 $1,017DD24100TA $807     
$1,191 $1,536 $1,827 $2,115    -   $933 $1,077DD24120TA $846     

Upholstered privacy desk screen suitable to be fixed on tables. Height 60cm.

$711 $819 $912 $1,005    -   $630 $675DS10606 $600     
$744 $870 $978 $1,083    -   $648 $702DS10607 $618     
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Desk Dividers & Screens Manufacturer: Inclass, Spain

Product 
Code Description G2/COM G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G10

Fabric Categories
G1

Upholstered privacy desk screen suitable to be fixed on tables. Height 60cm.

$801 $945 $1,065 $1,185    -   $690 $750DS10608 $654     
$831 $993 $1,125 $1,263    -   $708 $777DS10609 $669     
$897 $1,074 $1,224 $1,374    -   $762 $837DS10610 $720     

$1,026 $1,239 $1,419 $1,596    -   $867 $957DS10612 $813     
$1,113 $1,359 $1,566 $1,770    -   $924 $1,029DS10614 $864     
$1,188 $1,470 $1,704 $1,938    -   $978 $1,098DS10616 $909     
$1,287 $1,602 $1,863 $2,127    -   $1,053 $1,182DS10618 $972     
$1,362 $1,707 $1,995 $2,283    -   $1,101 $1,248DS10620 $1,014     

Upholstered 3 sided privacy desk screen suitable to be fixed on tables. Height 60cm

$2,013 $2,490 $2,883 $3,279    -   $1,656 $1,854DS26140 $1,539     
$2,103 $2,616 $3,039 $3,465    -   $1,719 $1,935DS26160 $1,590     
$2,181 $2,721 $3,174 $3,630    -   $1,770 $1,998DS26180 $1,635     

Document holder

Colours M1DDS0010     $216
Colours M2DDS0010     $228

Metal board with shelf (30cm wide)

Colours M1DDS0020     $162
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Product 
Code Description

Metal board with shelf (30cm wide)

Colours M2DDS0020     $171

Mobile phone holder

Colours M1DDS0030     $141
Colours M2DDS0030     $147

Pencil holder

Colours M1DDS0040     $183
Colours M2DDS0040     $192

Monitor holder (only suitable for fix desk screens)

Colours M1DDS0050     $165
Colours M2DDS0050     $174

Set of 2 hooks

Colours M1DDS0060     $129
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Product 
Code Description

Base/

Set of 2 hooks

Colours M2DDS0060     $135

T 416.368.6100

F 416.368.4477

T 888.368.6101

info@tuschseating.com

Tusch Seating International Inc.
251 Bartley Dr. Unit #4

Toronto, ON M4A 2N7  Canada

www.tuschseating.com
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